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Abstract In 3D video applications, view synthesis is widely
used for generating a virtual viewpoint images. However, the
quality of synthesized image is dissimilar to captured color
image. Furthermore, noise occurs at object boundary areas
in synthesized images. In this paper, we propose a new hole
filling method to improve the synthesized image quality. In
order to synthesize an image without the noise, we remove the
boundary noise by expanding it as a hole region. Based on the
expanded hole region, we use proposed hole scanning and
directional hole filling method in simultaneous time.
Additionally, we compute a cost value among the candidate
pixels to find out proper hole filling pixel. We conducted
experiments on various test sequences for evaluation of the
proposed method. The proposed method produces better objective results than other conventional hole filling methods.
Keywords 3D-warping . View synthesis . Hole filling . Free
viewpoint

1 Introduction
In general, the 3D video system supports immersion and reality to viewers. Multi-view camera systems are broadly used
for producing 3D video content. There have been many re-
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search activities on camera geometrics and parameter alignment techniques.
Due to the technical development, the demand for 3D video systems has incredibly increased. 3D video technology is
widely used in various fields, e.g., films, games, medical imaging, and TV broadcasting systems. The technology allows
viewers to enjoy more realistic stereoscopic images in a number of viewpoints. 3D video technology will affect next generation video content business. This business prospect is already proved by a number of research data. Since 2002,
ATTEST (advanced three dimensional television system technologies) of Europe has conducted extensive researches on 3D
processing techniques [1]. Similarly, 3D image processing and
holography techniques have been broadly studied [2].
Furthermore, Japan also has developed free viewpoint TV
systems using ray-space techniques [3].
In addition, hybrid multi-view video systems are widely
used to generate 3D video content. In general, hybrid multiview camera systems consist of multiple color cameras and
depth cameras, e.g., Kinect and ToF (Time-of-Flight) cameras
[4]. A clock generator is used for synchronization of multiple
color and depth cameras. Thus, multiple color camera and
depth camera can capture the scene in simultaneous time.
Figure 1 describes the overall procedure to generate 3D
video content using a hybrid multi-view camera system.
Basically, color and depth cameras are calibrated to extract
the camera parameters. Then, we perform color correction to
diminish color inconsistency among multiple color cameras.
Subsequently, multi-view image rectification is conducted for
compensating geometric disparities of such cameras [5].
Captured depth images need up-sampling and 3D warping
procedure, due to inconsistent resolution to color cameras and
camera position differences, respectively [6]. Sequentially, the
warped depth information reduce the disparity search range
for stereo matching. While such a constrained disparity range
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Figure 1 Hybrid multi-view
camera system.

enhances the accuracy stereo matching, synthesized images
still contain a noise and blurring effects. Such effects compromise the viewing quality [7].
Generally, stereo and multi-view camera systems are used
to generate 3D video content. Multi-view camera video content supports a reality and immersion without any assistance
devices. The multi-view video content generates a many viewpoint images, therefore, we can select preferred viewpoint
images.
Recently, research about the multi-viewpoint and freeviewpoint image technique have been executed by MPEG.
They also develop 3D video coding techniques for broadcasting system. Since the multi-view video content have a lots of
data sets, it cause a bandwidth overloading problem. In order
to solve limited bandwidth and heavy data problems, effective
coding technologies are developed [8]. Virtual view synthesis
method is also used for solving such issues.

M P E G d e v e l o p s t h e V S R S ( Vi e w S y n t h e s i s
Reference Software) to create a generalized virtual
viewpoint images [9]. Virtual viewpoint images are generated using a depth information. The depth information
is not entirely correct with the real world coordination,
thus synthesized image includes a many hole region as
represented in Fig. 2. In this paper, we propose an effective hole filling and noise removal method to enhance the synthesized image quality.

Figure 2 Hole appearance on left and right synthesized images.

Figure 3 Virtual view synthesis algorithm.

2 3D Video System
Generally, the 2D video system do not requires a depth
information when generating video content. However,
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Figure 6 Boundary noise handling method.

3 Virtual View Synthesis

Figure 4 Noise artifacts in synthesized images.

the 3D video system uses the depth information to support a reality and immersion in 3D video content. Depth
images can be acquired by depth cameras such as ToF
and Kinect cameras. Moreover, they can be estimated
via stereo matching using captured color images from
multi-view or stereoscopic camera systems.
Two input data which color and depth images are
usually used to generate 3D video content. Camera
geometrical error and parameter values effect on the
generated image, thus image rectification and color
correction have to be performed before generating video content.
Generated video content images are differently
displayed depending on the types of screen devices
[10]. If display devices support a 3D video image, then
we can feel the reality and immersion. However, increased number of cameras for multi-view systems
cause a spatial and data overloading problem.
Generally, virtual viewpoint synthesis method is used
to solve that kind of problems. Virtual viewpoint images
are generated by three steps: 3D warping, boundary
noise removal and hole filling.

Figure 5 Hole expansion for boundary noise removing.

In VSRS, stereo color image and depth image are used for an
input data to generate a virtual viewpoint images. Figure 3
represent the flow chart of view synthesis procedure. The view
synthesis method can be separated into two stage.
In the warping stage, we perform depth image 3D warping
to change the image coordination to 3D space. The depth
camera coordination and virtual world coordination are not
the same, hence on the warped depth image includes some
hole region. VSRS uses the median filter at the warped depth
image to remove the hole region.
When performing the color image 3D warping (texture
mapping), the filtered depth image is used for guide information. Due to the hole region in depth image, the warped color
image also contains a hole region. The hole area has a negative
effect during the view synthesis, since it has to be clearly
removed. For a remaining hole region, VSRS uses the
inpainting method. The viewpoint mixing method selects a
relevant view point image to create an accurate synthesized
image.
3.1 Boudnary Noise Handling
Conventional hole filling methods did not consider a boundary noise effect, which occurred near the object neighbor region. The boundary noise affects the quality of synthesized
images. As indicated in Fig. 4, the noise artifacts are emerged
in synthesized images.
Many kinds of boundary noise are generated during
the color image 3D warping. Since the boundary noise
influence the hole filling result, it has to be eliminated

Figure 7 Input and output date for boundary noise handling.
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Figure 8 Left and right image
3D warping results.

from the warped color image before performing the hole
filling.
In this paper, we propose boundary nose removing method
as represented in Fig. 5. Since the boundary noise occurred
near the hole area, we compare the boundary noise region with
noise neighbor area. By replacing the boundary noise area
with a hole regions, we can efficiently remove the noise region. Figure 6 represents the proposed boundary nose removing method.
In order to find out the boundary noise region in warped
color image, we compute the mean value of boundary noise
neighbor pixels. Since the boundary noise pixels have a different value compared to neighbor pixel values, the proposed
boundary handling method correctly extract the boundary
noise area.
3
X
CK þ T i
Avg p ¼
; ðT ¼ −5; −4; ::4; 5Þ
4
i¼0
ðp ¼ 1; 2 … 8Þ




Abd i Avg ðPi Þ−Avg ðPiþ1 Þ; ði ¼ 1; 2; 3 … 7Þ

Figure 9 Hole filling procedure.

ð1Þ

ð2Þ

In Eq. (1), the denominator represents the number of comparison pixels and Ck indicates the target boundary noise
pixels. The computation of the average value of all the candidates is an essential procedure to change the boundary noise
area to a hole region. After all candidates average values are
calculated, we compute the absolute difference of each neighbor average values using Eq. (2). If the absolute difference
value is bigger than the pre-determined threshold value, then
Ck changes into a hole pixel.
As a result of the proposed boundary noise handling method, the original hole area is expanded as represented in Fig. 7.
Boundary noise contour image and original hole information
are used as an input data to obtain the expanded hole image.
Using the proposed boundary handling method, we can get a
non-boundary noise image before performing the hole filling.
3.2 Conventional Hole Filling Methods
After the depth image 3D warping, VSRS uses median filter to
remove the remaining hole area as represented in Fig. 3. Based

Figure 10 Extracted hole contour lines from warped image.
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Figure 11 Comparison of depth value.

on the warped depth information, we also perform color image
3D warping. Since the real world coordination and warped
depth information is not matched, the warped color images
contain a hole region as represented in Fig. 8.
If we apply the median filter to the warped color image,
then synthesized image has a noise and blurring effects due to
the hole region. Consequently, the hole regions have to be
clearly removed before view synthesis.
Many hole filling methods have been developed to remove
the hole region in warped color image [11]. Majority of effective hole filling methods use a depth information and hole
neighbor pixels to remove the hole region. In a conventional
hole filling methods, the hole area H is filled with a constant
color value C. The constant color value is determined by averaging the hole neighbor pixel values. That relation is represented in Eq. (3). Where ∂H indicates the hole neighbor pixels.
C¼

∑d∀m∈∂H I ½m

ð3Þ

∑∀m∈∂H 1

The conventional method [11] do not considers the hole
filling directions and other hole neighbor pixel conditions,
thus the quality of hole filling result is not extremely improved
than VSRS result. Figure 9 demonstrates the conventional
hole filling procedure.
In conventional hole filling method, the hole neighbor pixel values are used for hole filling pixel value. As shown in
Fig. 9, the hole area is gradually removed using neighbor pixel
values from the outside to inside. Since the conventional

Figure 13 Hole filling with background consideration.

method do not efficiently fill the hole region, result image still
includes a blurring and noise effects.
An advanced hole filling method was proposed using a
texture background pixel value to eliminate the noise artifacts
[12]. Hole regions usually occur in the background region,
hence the hole regions are efficiently removed using the background pixel values. In order to find the hole region, the hole
contour line is extracted from warped color image as represented in Fig. 10.
Based on the extracted hole region, the background region
is determined using a depth information. As shown in Fig. 11,
by comparing the depth values, the background and foreground region are distinguished.
If the left depth value is ‘101’ and the right depth value is
‘155’, then we can determine that the left region is background
area. This method can be easily applied to standard hole filling
procedure such as VSRS. Consequently, this algorithm improved the quality of synthesized image compared to the other
conventional hole filling methods.
Even though the conventional method considers the background region pixel for hole filling, the result image quality is
not significantly improved compared to original hole filling
method. The warped depth image information is not perfectly
correspond to real world coordination, thus the background
considering method has a problem in terms of effective hole
filling.

(a)

(a) 5-candidate

(b) 7-candidate

Figure 12 Candidates after left and right image warping.

(b)

Figure 14 Adaptive hole scanning method. a Hole left side is
background b Hole right side is background
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(a)

(b)

Figure 15 Comparison of hole and substitutive pixels. a Left image
warping hole filling candidates b Right image warping hole filling
candidates

3.3 Proposed Hole Filling Method
Previously used hole filling methods create an insufficient
hole filling results. In order to improve the quality of hole
filling result image, we propose a new hole filling method
considering a directionality of hole neighbor pixels. Usually
the hole regions appear near the object. If the hole region is
filled with a background pixel value, then result becomes

(a) Original

(b) Vazquez et al. [11]

more reasonable. Since the hole areas do not occur within
the object, background labeling is crucial in hole filling
procedure.
The proposed hole filling method considers the directionality of hole neighbor pixels. Since the hole region emerges
near the object area, we fill the hole region with a specific
background pixel value. Left and right image warping results
contain a different hole region depending on the viewpoint as
shown in Fig. 8. The hole regions occur at the opposite side of
input viewpoint in warped image. Furthermore, the occlusion
region generates a hole region in warped color images.
Based on the depth information, we can easily determine
the background area which correlates to the hole region.
Additionally, we divide the hole appearance types as represented in Fig. 12. Depending on the location of background
region, each side of hole candidate is adaptively applied to
hole filling. Usually, the 7-candidate hole filling method can
select more proper hole filling pixel value than the 5-candidate
method.
Hole filling ordering is determined by location of background area. As demonstrated in Fig. 13, hole region have to
be filled from the background region to object region.

(c) Cheon et al. [12]

Figure 16 View synthesis result using different hole filling method.

(d) 5-candidate

(e) 7-candidate
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Even though the proposed method considers the directionality of background pixels, the empty pixel values (hole) can
be used as a hole filling candidate pixels. We propose an
adaptive hole scanning method to solve this problem.
Hole scanning directions are differently applied depending
on the left and right image warping results as represented in
Fig. 14. Using this adaptive hole scanning method, the empty
pixel values are not used for candidate pixels.
In Fig. 14a, it represents the situation which a background
is located in hole left side. Similarly, hole scanning departures
from right to left side in case of Fig. 14b. Since the right side
information is insufficient when performing the left image
warping, the right side of warped image contains a hole region. Likewise, the right image warping result also has a hole
region on the left side.
The adaptive hole scanning method fills the hole region
using different directions, thus we can generate an improved
hole filling result when performing the hole filling with multidirectional hole filling candidate method. Throughout the proposed hole scanning method, we can use the non-empty pixels
as a hole filling candidate pixel values.
In order to determine useful pixel value among the hole
filling candidate pixels, we compare the hole pixel with

candidate pixels. However, the hole pixels do not contain
any value, so we have to use other pixel value instead of
empty pixel value. Since the hole neighbor pixel values contain a similar pixel value with a hole pixel, we use a hole upper
side pixel value as a substitutive pixel. Using a substitutive
pixel value, we can accurately select a hole filling pixel value.
Consequently, we compare the substitutive pixel value with
candidate pixel values as represented in Fig. 15.
When performing the hole filling for warped left image as
shown in Fig. 15a, we use right to left hole scanning direction.
Similarly, in case of Fig. 15b, left to right hole scanning direction is used. Among the hole filling candidate pixels, we select
a proper pixel values by comparing the substitutive pixel with
candidate pixels. Equation (4) demonstrates the cost computation method for hole pixel value.

Cost ¼





∑x;y∈Neighbor N Pðx; yÞ−CPðx; yÞ

ð4Þ

NeighborNumber

Direction ¼ argM infCostg

ð5Þ

In Eq. (4), NeighborNumber indicates the number of hole
filling candidate pixels, thus the denominator value can be

Figure 17 Enlarged test result
for comparison. a Hole area b
Original c Vazquez et al. d Cheon
et al. e 5-candidate f 7-candidate

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
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changed depending on the 5 and 7 candidate methods. Where
NP represents the hole filling candidate pixels and CP indicates substitutive hole pixel value. Until the final hole is removed, we iteratively compute the cost value.
Subsequently, the average of differences between candidate and substitutive hole pixel is selected as a final cost value.
The smallest cost value is used for a hole filling pixel value as
indicted in Eq. (5). Consequently, the final hole filling pixel is
determined among the hole filling candidate pixels which has
a smallest cost value.
Using the proposed hole filling method, we can improve
the synthesized image quality. Especially adaptive hole scanning method and multi-directional hole filling method are
used to find a proper hole filling pixel value.
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Table 1

Objective evaluation of hole filling methods in terms of PSNR.

Sequence

Method

PSNR (dB)

Rating

Kendo

VSRS 3.5

35.3734

5th

Vazquez et al.

35.7553

2nd

Cheon et al.
5-Candidate

35.3745
35.5946

4th
3rd

7-Candidate
VSRS 3.5

36.3960
29.9514

1st
5th

Vazquez et al.

29.9557

4th

Cheon et al.
5-Candidate

29.9610
30.4727

3rd
1st

7-Candidate
VSRS 3.5

30.2324
38.7064

2nd
5th

Vazquez et al.

39.0226

2nd

Cheon et al.
5-Candidate

38.8438
37.9722

4th
3rd

7-Candidate
VSRS 3.5

39.4908
34.2504

1st
5th

Vazquez et al.

34.9841

4th

Cheon et al.
5-Candidate
7-Candidate
VSRS 3.5

35.1094
35.3167
35.8466
34.2504

3rd
2nd
1st
5th

Vazquez et al.
Cheon et al.
5-Candidate
7-Candidate

35.0094
35.1076
35.4471
35.7437

3rd
4th
2nd
1st

Bee

Pantomime

4 Experimental Results
To verify the multi-directional hole filling performance, we
conduct the tests with 6 MPEG sequences; Kendo, Bee,
Pantomime, Champagne, Balloons and Soccer (http://www.
jujii.nuee.nagoya-u.ac.jp/multiview-data). Conventional hole
filling methods for view synthesis [11, 12] and proposed
methods are used to compare the synthesized image quality.
Multi-directional hole filling method shows a better objective results than other the conventional hole filling methods.
Experiment results are represented in Fig. 16. In Fig. 17, the
proposed methods and conventional methods result are indicated, especially object boundary areas.
Since the performance of view synthesis method is usually
measured using a peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), we present the PSNR comparison results in Table 1. The VSRS 3.5
version, conventional methods and proposed methods are
used for performance comparison.
The proposed 7-candidate method performs better than other tools in most cases. However in Bee sequence test, the 5candidate method is more effective than the 7-candidate method. Since the Bee sequence includes similar texture areas near
the hole region compared to other test sequences, the similar
pixel values are used when computing the cost value.
In Table 2, the average PSNR results of entire hole filling
methods are indicated. As shown in Table 2, the proposed 7candidate method has a better PSNR result than other hole
filling methods. The conventional methods [11, 12] use the
background pixel value and depth information for hole filling,
thus they can efficiently fill the hole region compared to the
VSRS method.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an efficient hole filling method for
virtual view synthesis. Boundary noise pixels near hole region

Champagne tower

Soccer

are expanded as a hole region. Based on the expanded hole
region, we use the multi-directional hole filling method to
correctly determine the hole filling pixel value. In addition,
the hole scanning method is used to efficiently compare the
hole filling pixel value within the non-empty pixels.
Subsequently, we compute the cost value for each candidate
pixels to find a minimum cost pixel value. Consequently, the
hole filling pixel is properly selected from the background
region. From view synthesis experiments, we confirmed that
the proposed method showed a 1.03 dB average PSNR improvement over other conventional methods.

Table 2

Average PSNR results.

Method

Avg. PSNR (dB)

Rating

VSRS 3.5
Vazquez et al.
Cheon et al.
5-candidate
7-candidate

34.5065
34.8474
34.8792
35.2206
35.5419

5th
3rd
4th
2nd
1st
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